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The question of the connection of the Duchies of Silesia with the Crown of 

Bohemia has preoccupied the attention of many academics and in 1865 even came to be 
the subject of the monographic study recorded in the doctoral dissertation of a Wrocław 
scholar.1 However, the issue has been treated rather vaguely, the researchers generally 
confining themselves only to stating the vassal-like (feudal) character of the relationship 
and accentuating its informality. C. Grünhagen saw it to be merely an obligation to 
provide military support to one’s allies in the event of warfare2. At the same time, F. 
Rachfahl considered this view to be an oversimplification and claimed that initially this 
feudal relationship was merely a formality and that the duchies were in fact 
independent of one another, ‘relatively self-reliant’, and actually enjoying full 
autonomy3. J. Kapras in his extensive system of history of the Bohemian state and law 
also contended that the Dukes of Silesia in the 14th century had still retained their 
‘unique independent position’ despite the established feudal relationships. They actually 
enjoyed all the rights of the rulers, with only minor restrictions imposed by the senior4. 
Z. Wojciechowski drew a parallel between the relations of Mazovia with Poland and 
between those of the Duchies of Silesia with the Crown of Bohemia. In spite of this fact, 
he did not provide even the most general evaluation of these relations, limiting himself 
only to mentioning the relevant view of Kapras and to describing the currently limited 
rights of princes in the area of succession and jurisdiction5. S. Śreniowski did not 
elaborate this question any further6. 

Therefore, we are facing the necessity of re-examining the issue of our interest, 
based directly on available historical sources7. In particular—besides providing their 

                                                           
1 E. Francke, De eo, quo Silesiae ducatus saeculo XIV cum regno Bohemiae juerint coniuncti, nexu feudali, 
Opolii [1865]. 
2 C. Grünhagen, Geschichte Schlesiens,I, Gotha 1884, p. 172. 
3 F. Rachfahl, Die Organisation der Gesamtstaatsverwaltung Schlesiens vor dem dreissigjahrigen Kriege, 
Leipzig 1894, pp. 40, 81–82, 87. This last expression is anachronistic and was imprecisely used by the 
author. Rachfahl’s views are based on the findings of Francke, cf. above, footnote no. 1. 
4 J. Kapras, Pravni dejiny zemi Koruny Ceske,II, part 1, Praha 1913, pp. 194–195. 
5 Z. Wojciechowski, Ustrój polityczny Śląska do końca XIV w., Kraków 1932, pp. 228–230. 
6 S. Śreniowski, Historia ustroju Śląska, Katowice 1948, pp. 32–33. 
7 This material is composed of 15 documents, published by the publishing house of C. Grünhagen and H. 
Markgraf, Lehns- und Besitzurkunden Schlesiens und seiner einzelnen Furstenthumer im Mittelalter, volumes 
I—II, Leipzig 1881–1883 (hereafter referred to as GM). The documents refer to eleven duchies. When it 
comes to the Duchy of Niemodlin, we are in possession of the document of Bolko of the 18th of February 
1327 (GM II 303–304), when it comes to the Duchy of Cieszyn—the act of Kazimierz issued with the same 
date (ibidem II 559) and a corresponding document of John of Luxembourg of the 23th of February 
(ibidem II 560). The date of the 19th of February 1327 is placed on the acts issued by John of Luxembourg 
for Duke Leszek of Racibórz (ibidem II 379) and two corresponding documents: the one of King John 
(ibidem II 417–41, 8) and the other of Władysław Kozielski (ibidem II 418). Several days later (24 II) was 
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description—we will attempt to study the possessed materials chronologically. For it 
seems that, despite the material spans almost a decade, it displays a somewhat 
characteristic variability, which has not been so far devoted sufficient scholarly 
attention. 

The legal character of relationships established based on the aforementioned acts 
follows clearly from their content. More specifically, the documents issued by the dukes, 
the King of Bohemia is consequently referred to as ‘dominus noster’ (Niemodlin, Cieszyn, 
Koźle, Oświęcim, Opole, Ziębice), ‘verus dominus noster’ (Żagań, Oleśnica, Ścinawa), 
‘dominus noster et legitimus’ (Legnica). These expressions—as we know—were at the 
time used to designate the senior. Simultaneously, the dukes are referred to as ‘princeps 
et vasallus’ (Niemodlin, Cieszyn, Koźle, Oświęcim, Opole, Racibórz), ‘princeps et curialis’ 
(Cieszyn), ‘Mann’ (Legnica), ‘unser furst und man’ (Oleśnica), ‘feodalis’ (Ziębice), all of 
which, in fact, come down to the term of ‘vassal’. And finally, about the very duchies we 
read that they were taken in fief: ‘in feudum ... et titulo feudali’ (Niemodlin, Cieszyn, 
Koźle, Oświęcim, Opole, Ziębice), ‘in feudum ... perpetuum’ (Żagań, Oleśnica, Ścinawa), ‘in 
pheodum’ (Legnica), ‘pheodum perpetuum et hereditarium’ (Legnica), ‘pheodum 
honorabile’ (Ziębice), ‘ze einem rechten erblehen’ (Legnica, Oleśnica). It no doubt follows 
from all the aforementioned expressions that the relation established by these acts 
between the Silesian dukes and the King of Bohemia was that of feudal dependency. 

*        *        * 
The feudal dependency developed as a result of the one-sided legal action 

undertaken by the future senior, which was described as the granting of fief. This act—
with identical legal effect—could be formulated in two ways; it could either establish an 
entirely new relation or renew a previously existing relation (novatio feudi in the event 
of death of vassal or senior). The first type of act was of consultative character, and it 
was this type of relationship that took place between the Dukes of Silesia and King John 
of Luxembourg in the years 1327, 1329 and 1336. 

The conclusion of consultative acts was preceded by the conclusion of the specific 
contract for the granting of fief (Lehnsvertrag), by which the future senior obliged 
himself to bestow his future vassal with fief. Initially, the same legal result could be 
achieved by the act of vassal’s homage which was not immediately followed by his 
investiture. A special case of contract for the granting of fief was the so called feudi 
oblatio, that is, the renouncing of the landed estate by the ‘vassal’ to the benefit of the 
future senior on the condition that this landed estate be granted to its former owner in 
fief. The so-called Sachsenspiegel (the most important record of the Saxon legal code) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
issued the act of homage of Duke Jan of Oleśnica (ibidem II 577), April of that same year saw the issuing of 
the analogous document by Duke Bolko of Opole (ibidem II 304). The same date of the 9th of May 1329 is 
placed on the act of homage of Duke Henryk of Żagań (ibidem I 132) and documents of John of 
Luxembourg certifying the granting the duchies in fief to the Duke Konrad of Oleśnica (ibidem II 17–18) 
and Bolko of Legnica (ibidem I 304). The act of homage of Duke Jan of Ścinawa was issued few days earlier 
on the 29th of April 1329 (ibidem I 129), and of the 10th of May that very same year comes the act by 
which Duke Konrad of Oleśnica acknowledged the act of his Duchy being taken in fief from Luxembourg 
(ibidem II 19–20). The analogous act of Duke Bolko of Legnica is dated to much later time, for only to the 
year 1331 (ibidem I 307). And finally, the last from the documents we are discussing here is the act of 
homage of Duke Bolko of Ziębice of the 29th of August 1336 (ibidem II 129). We shall be referring to these 
documents throughout the article. Yet, in order to prevent the text from being excessively long, we will 
restrict ourselves to mentioning their provenance only in this footnote. 
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stated that the period between the renouncement and the granting of fief could not 
exceed one year, none the less this principle was not adhered to in practice8. 

The body of Silesian documents we are discussing in this article does not contain 
any traces of typical fief-granting contracts or the aforementioned ‘premature’ homages. 
What it does contain is a vast number of expressions suggesting that the Silesian fiefs of 
the Crown of Bohemia were established as the so-called feuda oblata. 

For instance, only in almost identical homage acts of dukes Bolko of Niemodlin, 
Kazimierz of Cieszyn, Władysław of Koźle, Jan of Oświęcim and Bolko of Opole do we 
find the expression: ‘nos esse principem et vasallum ... Joannis Boemie ... regis ... et ab. eo 
terram nostram recepisse in feudum’. The initial doubts whether ‘terra nostra’ means the 
land ‘long time ago inherited by us and owned’, or land ‘of ours, currently held in fief’, 
are dispersed by the so-called ‘letters of guarantee’ (Polish: rewersały) of John of 
Luxembourg concerning the Duchies of Cieszyn and Koźle9. 

Much richer in details is the Prague document of Duke Bolko of Legnica of the 
13th of December 1331, where Bolko describes himself as ‘omnes terras civitates nostras 
... quas ... a parentibus et progenitoribus nostris ... tenuimus et possedimus ... Joannis 
Boemie ... regis ... submisimus dicioni, ipsas ... dicti regis imperio libere resignantes ... Ipse 
vero dominus rex ... nos ... in principes et vasallos suos ... recepit ... prefatas terras ... nostras 
... in pheodum perpetuum et hereditarium conferendo’. 

The expressions contained in these texts, especially that latter, do not leave any 
doubt that the Duchies constituted typical feuda oblata. 

*        *        * 
Fiefs were granted through two ceremonial acts, which were very rich in 

symbolism. First of the acts was feudal homage paid by the vassal, whereby a relation of 
personal dependency between him and senior was established. The second one was 
investiture, that is, the granting to the vassal of definite material rights towards the 
subject of the feudal contract. What is more, the homage was composed of two further 
acts, namely homagium (embracing hands with the suzerain, often followed by a solemn 
kiss) and the oath of fidelity (fidelitas). Similarly, also the investiture was a unique two-
stage act. It comprised an oral statement issued by the senior and a symbolic act of 
presenting the vassal with certain items: mostly swords or lances, but also gauntlets, 
headgear, canes, branches or rings. In the case when the investitures concerned secular 
duchies, these items were usually pennants. 

The source texts we have examined allow us to confirm that the transformation 
of the Duchies of Silesia into fiefdoms took place according to all required conditions. 
For instance, in the collection of documents of February 1327 we read about both 
elements of the homage, in characteristic combination, which are treated as a somewhat 
uniform institution: ‘facto ... seryande fidelitatis homagio’. A similar expression is 
contained in the documents issued by John of Luxembourg for the Dukes, with the 
difference being that the pledge of fidelity was particularly emphasized10. Even more 

                                                           
8 H. Schröder, Lehrbuch der deutschen Rechtsgeschichte, part I, Leipzig 1919, pp. 435–436. 
9 We read there about the relevant duke as follows: ‘terram suam ... in nostris ... resignans manibus a nobis 
recepit in feudum’. Similarly unequivocal is the expression we find in the act of Jan of Ścinawa of the 29th 
of April, and in analogous documents of Henryk of Żagań of the 9th of May and Konrad of Oleśnica of the 
10th of May of that same year. 
10 ‘et facto nobis ... debite fidelitatis homagio nobis ... promisit fideliter intendere et parere’ (for the dukes of 
Koźle, Cieszyn and Racibórz). 
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precise are the acts of Dukes Henryk of Żagań and Konrad of Oleśnica, both dated to 
1329, and both clearly juxtaposing homagium with the pledge made by the vassal11. 
Finally, in some of the texts (for instance in the document of Duke Bolko of Legnica of 
1331) we do not find a single mention of homagium, nor of any kind of pledge, but only a 
solemn statement of acceptance of the role of ‘duke and vassal’ of the King of Bohemia 
and subordination to his rule. It is obvious that such statement is fully sufficient in this 
case. The homagium and the pledge were indeed nothing else than the form of entry into 
a feudal relationship. 

We learn little about the symbolic dimension of the very homagium from our 
documents. They contain no information on the act of embracing hands, and the solemn 
kiss is mentioned only in the document of Duke Bolko of Ziębice from 1336, however, 
the statement is rather unclear. 

The formal act of investiture was only indirectly reflected in the manuscripts, 
namely, through the acknowledgement of acquisition of material rights towards the 
subject of feudal contract. This is illustrated in the expressions regarding the reception 
of duchies in fief from the king or them being granted in fief. The rich symbolic 
dimension of these acts is mentioned only once, in the document of Duke Bolko of 
Ziębice from 1336. The relative passage is however unclear, for it mentions both the kiss 
and the act of taking the headgear off, whereas the former one should rather relate to 
the homagium, and only the latter one to investiture. 

*        *        * 
In all cases considered here, the Duchies of Silesia were granted to the vassals as 

hereditary fiefs. This finds its reflection in the following expressions: ‘in feudum 
recepimus perpetuum’ (Żagań, Oleśnica, Ścinawa), ‘in pheodum perpetuum et 
hereditarium’ (Legnica), ‘ze einem rechten erblehen’ (Legnica, Oleśnica). That very same 
thing was expressed by the statements informing that fiefs were granted to particular 
dukes and their descendants. 

The inheritance of fiefs was a common phenomenon and thus we have decided to 
not to focus our attention on it. However, it is a well-known fact that the inheritance of 
fiefs did not revoke the obligation of novation (novatio feudi) in the event of taking the 
fief over by the vassal’s inheritor (Mannsfall). At the same time in the Silesian documents 
of our interest we do not come across a slightest note on the obligation to renew feudal 
dependency when replacing the vassal with another. Neither do we learn about any such 
fact from the later practice. 

The second type of novation, connected with the replacement of senior 
(Herrnfall), was commonly applied in Silesia. This is proven by the homages paid by the 
Dukes of Silesia to each new ruler ascending to the Czech throne. 

*        *        * 
The feudal relations established in the years 1327, 1329 and 1336 were to some 

extent quite different from an analogous event from 1289. Namely, the homage which 
was once paid by Duke Kazimierz of Bytom introduced his dependence exclusively from 
King Wenceslaus and his successors; thereby resulting in the briefness of the very 
relationship (we are intentionally omitting here the political reasons of more general 
importance). Quite different were the relationships established in the years 1327, 1329 
and 1336, whereby the Dukes of Silesia became dependent on the king of Bohemia and 

                                                           
11 ‘factoque sibi per nos fidelitatis debite homagio, prestito corporali nihilominus iuramento ... promisimus’. 
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at the same time on the Crown of Bohemia. This fact of an undoubtedly fundamental 
political and legislative-national significance has found in the discussed document a 
highly characteristic reflection. It would be worth to examine it in more detail. 

What is particularly curious about the acts issued by the dukes in 1327 do not yet 
contain any mentions on the kingdom. Same is the case with acts which were issued at 
the time by the king (for the Dukes of Cieszyn, Kozielsk and Racibórz). Their attention is 
centred exclusively on the person of their issuer. The duke is always referred to as 
‘princeps et vasallus noster’, and the right of pre-emption is reserved for him only, not for 
the ‘Kingdom’12. For instance, only in the act issued for Duke Leszek of Racibórz, as 
though casually, he was once referred to as ‘princeps et vasallus noster ac regni nostri 
Bohemie’. In the context of the entire document, the role of this particular expression is 
no doubt inferior; it rather contains a comparison of the duke’s current situation to 
other similar ones, than describes it in legal terms. 

Interestingly enough, the expressions found in the documents dated to two years 
later are diametrically different13. For instance, Duke Henryk of Żagań in his act of the 
9th of May 1329 stated as follows: ‘princeps et vasallus suus heredum successorum 
suorum Boemie regum ac ipsius regni Boemie in perpetuum fieri et fore decrevimus’ and 
he described himself as ’princeps et vasallus eorum [that is: the vassal of King John and 
his successors] regnique Boemie’. That very same date saw the issuing of the act of 
awarding a duchy to Duke Bolko of Legnica. The document reads that Bolko ‘unser 
unserer erben und nachkomelingen chunigen von Beheim und ouch unsers riches ze 
Beheim man davon worden ist’. Expressions identical to those contained in the document 
of Duke Henryk of Żagań we may find in the act of Duke Konrad of Oleśnica, issued one 
day later. The so-called ‘Lehnbrief’ prepared by King John for Konrad (from the 9th of 
May that same year) is more precise: ‘wir haben in und sein erben und nachkomelingen ... 
uns … und unserm chunichrich ze Beheim ze fursten und ze mann en genomraen’. When it 
comes to the act of Duke Bolko of Ziębice from 1336 these expressions are much more 
elaborate. What we first learn from them is that the duke submitted himself to the rule 
of the king and his district—to the Kingdom: ‘nos ... dileccione uniri cupientes ... cum ... 
Johanne ... Boemie rege ... ducatumque nostrum regno ipsi Boemie subalternari volentes 
sese et nostra ipsius domini regis supposuerimus dicioni’. We then come across the 
passage which reads that due to the lack of male successors the Duchy of Ziębice would 
‘ad ipsum regnum Bohemie et coronam ipsius perpetuo protinus debent devolvi’; however, 
if there were male successors, then it would happen as follows: ‘hii feodales regni 
Bohemie perpetuis esse temporibus censebuntur’. At the same time, in the manuscript we 
also find a clear statement that Bolko renounced his duchy to the benefit of King John 
and his successors and that he then received it from the King in fief. Here—as a matter of 
fact from quite obvious reasons—we do not find any mentions of the Kingdom. 

What needs explication at this point is the characteristic multi-sidedness of the 
established relationship. The feudal dependency in fact just as any other legal 
relationship was two-sided. In spite of this fact it seems to follow from the 
aforementioned documents that there were as many as two subjects on the side of 
senior: the king and the Kingdom—namely, the Crown. 

                                                           
12 ‘iure nobis recipiendi terram ipsara ... reservato’. 
13 The existing document of Duke Jan of Ścinawa from the 29th of April 1329 does not contain expressions 
relating to the king of Bohemia and the Crown of Bohemia. The relevant royal act has not been found so 
far; it may contain expressions that would be valid to our discussion. 
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The reasons for this are to be found in the document from 1336, the one being the 
richest in terms of content. The first thing about it that deserves particular attention is 
the specific alternation of terms ‘the king and successors’ and ‘the kingdom’. Here, 
Bolesław renounces his duchy ‘ipsi domino regi et suis successoribus’ and then he is 
granted his duchy in fief ‘ab eoque domino rege per osculum’. However, not much further 
in the text, in the passage describing the process of the consolidation of fief, we read 
only about the incorporation of the duchy ‘ad ipsum regnum Bohemie et coronam ipsius’; 
what is more, the successors of Bolesław are regarded only as the liegemen of ‘regni 
Bohemie’, with no mention of the king. It seems that in both cases when the subject of 
the kingdom is brought about, the expression could easily and with the same legal effect 
refer to the king: namely, to the consolidation of fief in his hands and about him being 
the senior. As it would be unreasonable to justify the above expressions only with the 
whim of the text’s editor, we must establish that this alternation must have been used 
with particular purpose in mind. What seems to be most probable would be the 
intention to accentuate the durability of the connection between the Duchy of Ziębice 
and the Bohemian state. The crucial argument to support this supposition would be 
perhaps the most interesting sentence contained in the discussed document, where 
Bolko subjects himself and his duchy to the rule of Luxembourg in order to establish a 
bond between himself and the king ‘gratia ac dileccione’, and between his duchy and the 
king ‘regno ipsi Bohemie subalternari’. 

The meaning of the document of Duke Bolko of Ziębice, as well as the 
characteristic chronology of the occurrence of the term ‘regnum Bohemie’ in the 
analysed manuscripts allow us to suppose that the kingdom was not the second subject 
next to the senior to be engaged in feudal relations of our interest. The occurrence of this 
term is—in our view—a sign of the intention to transform the purely personal feudal 
relationship into a relationship that would be more ‘material’, gravitating towards 
incorporation. Even more distinct reflection of this trend is no doubt the act of the 
incorporation of Silesia as a whole in the Crown of Bohemia, issued in 1348 by King 
Charles of Luxembourg and subsequently many times re-issued. 

*        *        * 
The feudal relationship included both personal and material element. This 

circumstance is well illustrated by manuscripts where the king of Bohemia acted as ‘the 
lord’ of the duke (dominus noster) and the lord of the fief (dominus feudi), and at the 
same time both these notions were juxtaposed. The material basis of feudal relations—
most importantly when it comes to material law—was the division of feudal property of 
the subject of the fief between the senior (superior owner) and the vassal (subordinate 
owner). The terminology of our sources, where the king is often referred to as ‘dominus 
directus’, could encourage one to confine the issue of our interest to ‘the tight boundaries 
of the concept of divided property’14, as it was formerly somewhat unfortunately done 
by Balzer. In this light it would be reasonable to view the situation of the Dukes of Silesia 
only in the context of the rights of subordinate owners. Such approach would be 
however erratic. For what we are aware of is that having paid their homage the dukes 
also performed superior public functions. As a result of paying homage, what was being 
shared between the duke and the king—namely, between the vassal and the senior—

                                                           
14 J. Baszkiewicz, Powstanie zjednoczonego państwa polskiego na przełomie XIII i XIV wieku, Warszawa 
1954, p. 411. 
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was not property but power, and by power we do not mean ruleship over feudally 
dependent people, but political, public and state power. Feudi oblatio and the investiture 
established then, first and foremost, a definite range of power exercised by the 
Bohemian king over the subordinate duke and his duchy, yet in principle the duke was 
not deprived of his former extent of power. 

The power, which was in these circumstances acquired by the king, is referred to 
as ‘dicio’. But as Duke Bolesław of Legnica states that he surrendered his lands to ‘domini 
Johannis ... dicioni’, Duke Bolko of Ziębice relates the royal power directly to his duchy 
and to himself: ‘sese et nostra domini regis supposuerimus dicioni’. However, a somewhat 
later act issued by Charles—who was at the time still Margrave of Moravia—for the 
Duchy of ZIębice (from the 14th of October 1343) we come across mentions only the 
territory: ‘civitates et terras suas omnes ... domini genitoris nostri et nostre subdidit 
dicioni’. 

The most obvious conclusion would be that the texts seem to use the term ‘dicio’ 
first and foremost to describe the power of the king over the territory of subordinate 
duchy. This could be interpreted as the expression of territorial scope of power of the 
king of Bohemia and at the same time the sign of the trend towards the tightening of 
bonds between the two territories. What is none the less characteristic for the same time 
is that the aforementioned ‘dicio’ did not change the titles of the kings of Bohemia. Until 
the times of George of Poděbrady the kings of Bohemia did not use the title of superior 
dukes of Silesia15. The sole case when John of Luxembourg indeed referred to himself as 
‘princeps suppremus Slesianorum’ (1344)16, does not change anything in this respect. 

 
*        *        * 

The king of Bohemia—the senior—was required to fulfil certain obligations. 
Namely, as we read in the documents of John of Luxembourg issued in 1327 for the 
Dukes of Racibórz, Koźle and Cieszyn that [the relevant duke is taken] ‘in proteccionem 
tamquam principem et vasallum nostrum recipimus et tutelam, promittentes eum ... in 
omnibus sibi competentibus iuribus ... conservare et tanquam quemlibet principem et 
vasallum nostrum ubilibet defendere et tueri’, the senior’s obligations are described by 
the following expressions: ‘recipere in proteccionem et tutelam’, ‘conservare in iuribus’ 
and ‘ubilibet defendere et tueri’. The context leaves no doubt that the last two 
expressions only extend the more general former expression. ‘Proteccio’ and ‘tutela’ are 
nothing more than a guarantee of the duke-vassal’s secure position within the duchy (in 
other words: ‘in iuribus sibi competentibus conservare’) and promise to defend the duchy 
from external threats: all claims issued on the so-called peaceful basis’ (‘tueri’) and 
military aggression (‘defendere’)17. 

                                                           
15 Kapras, op. cit.,II, part 1, p. 182. As far as the title of George is concerned cf. GM II 61 (1461). 
16 In Śreniowski, op. cit., p. 32, an incorrect quotation and erroneous conclusions from this quotation. 
17 Even more interesting in this respect is the document issued by the king for Duke Konrad of Oleśnica 
from the 9th of May 1329: ‘gelob[en] wir den ... hern Conrad sinen erben und nachkomelingen mit unsirn 
guten truwen an alle arge list an unsirn unser erben und nachkomeling stat und namen sie zu behalden ... an 
allen iren rechten und bes- chirmen mit unser craft und macht vor allem gewalt und unrecht ais unser man 
und fursten ... Wir geloben auch sie ... verantwurten und entwerren gegen dem Boeheimischen riche, ob sie 
umb die manschaft wuerden angesprochen’. As we see, the king also guaranteed the duke that he would 
protect him against the potential claims of Bohemia, most probably relating to legal-national status of the 
duchy within the monarchy. 
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What is of greatest importance to us are the guarantees allowing the dukes to 
retain their power, with all their former privileges. What were these privileges? Did they 
involve only the ordinary privileges of vassals? 

The answer to these questions we find in the document issued by Luxembourg 
for Duke Bolko of Legnica on the 9the of May 1329. What we indeed read there is that 
the king awarded the duchy to Bolko ‘mit allen rechten yriheit und nuetzen, ais sie von 
alder und irn eldern an sie komen und bracht sint’, and at the same time obliged himself 
to ‘ze lazzen und behalden gegen allermaniclich bei allen irn rechten und bie aller vreiheit, 
in welcher weys daz an sie komen und pracht ist von iren vorfaren’. The ostentatious 
punctuation that the duke was to retain his rights and privileges inherited after his 
predecessors, gives grounds for us to come up with a crucial conclusion. In this context, 
these ‘rights and privileges’ were most obviously the rights of a Polish district duke with 
content and scope adhering to the period following the expiry of the ‘principate’. Thus, 
these rights were much more than the ‘the rights of vassal’ in the most popular sense of 
this term. The final confirmation of the aforementioned conclusion is provided in the 
document issued by King John for Duke Władysław of Koźle from the 19th of February 
1327. In terms of textual content this act is almost identical with the documents issued 
for Duke Leszek of Racibórz and Duke Kazimierz of Cieszyn, but as the aforementioned 
texts contain only the following statement: ‘in omnibus sibi competentibus iuribus ... 
conservare’, the act issued for Władysław reads: ‘in omnibus suis Polonicalibus iuribus’. 
These were no doubt Polish rights, and namely, the rights of the Polish district duke. It 
would be completely unjustified to suppose that the relevant expressions relate only to 
particular rural and urban privileges and that only in this area do they juxtapose iura 
Polonicalia with Teutonici iuri. 

Some of the documents contain enumerations of these rights. For instance, in the 
document of Luxembourg we are already familiar with, the king obliges himself to: ‘nicht 
hindern, ez sie an manschaft guide zinsen zollen gerichtem dem obersten und dem 
nidersten, in buergen steten doerfern und uf den landen, allerhande bergwerch an gol de 
silber plie tzin oder swie daz ertzt genant sei, muentzen phaffen clostern munchhoven 
kyrchlehen juden oder wiltbar swaran daz leit ... muegen vrielich an alle vrag und 'urloup 
brechen und bowen newe oder aide veste swa sie des gelust iren landen ze frorae und ze 
guot’. What is then mentioned in this case is the right to collect public rent, power over 
the whole of judicature, the mining regale, control over minting industry, rights relating 
to church, Jews, as well as full freedom to fortify the duchy. None the less, from the later 
passages of the text, unquoted above, we learn about certain restrictions (denegata 
iustitia, the right of pre-emption), and this proves that the aforementioned enumeration 
of rights is only exemplary. As a result it follows that it is easier to grasp and describe 
the rights of dukes-vassals not from the positive perspective, that is, the rights they are 
entitled to, but from the negative perspective, that is, the restrictions they were subject 
to. 

The most general restrictions imposed upon the dukes involved the obligations 
resulting from the feudal relationships they were engaged in. In the ducal documents 
they are contained in the obligation of fidelity (fidelitas), consolidated by the pledge 
(iuramentum fidelitatis, iuramentum corporale), and always in more detailed 
expressions. Thus, the dukes of Upper Silesia in 1327 spoke of their successors that 
‘sincera fide intendere debeant et parere’, Duke John of Ścinawa pledged to ‘intendere 
fideliter et parere obedienciam et fidem ... debitas exhibendo’. Dukes Henryk of Żagań and 
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Konrad of Oleśnica pledged to ‘parere ... et intendere ... et contra ąuemlibet principem et 
hominem ... pro viribus fideliter adiuvare’. Slightly different was the pledge of Duke Bolko 
of Legnica: ‘intendere fideliter et assistere perpetue teneamur’. Relevant expressions in 
the documents issued by John of Luxembourg are very laconic: ‘promisit fideliter 
intendere et parere’. 

In all these passages we find numerous recurring terms describing obedience to 
the senior (‘parere’) and the obligation not to ‘spare efforts to his benefit’ (‘intendere’). 
The occasionally occurring ‘adiuvare’ and ‘assistere’ are only elaborations of the basic 
terms ‘parere’ and ‘intendere’ with special emphasis placed on the military ‘servitia’ of 
the vassal, which at the same time proves that the military obligations were the subject 
of particular interest of both sides. 

What we then learn from the two documents (that of Duke Henryk of Żagań and 
Konrad of Oleśnica) is that the duke-vassal was obliged to provide military support to 
the senior ‘contra quemlibet principem et hominem’, against every opponent, and this 
support is to be ‘pro viribus’, by means of all his forces. From these same two 
manuscripts we also learn that the military support for the king of Bohemia was not to 
be always treated in the same way. Since the dukes obliged themselves to provide any 
type of assistance, and with no mutual benefits whatsoever, only in the event of 
defensive warfare ‘in den landen ze Beheim und ze Polan’. But in the case when they were 
to be required to take military actions in other territories: ‘in fremde lant’, ‘ad partes 
alienas extra Boemiam vel Poloniam’, they were secured by ‘convenienciam ... debitam, ne 
serviciis nimiis et importabilibus pregravemur’. 

The fact that not in all the documents of our interest do we find records on the 
military obligations of the dukes does not mean however that these obligations did not 
apply to all of the dukes. For these obligations are best presented by ‘intendere et parere’ 
we are already well familiar with. The detailed resolutions concerning expeditions ‘extra 
Boemiam vel Poloniam’, found in the acts of Duke Bolko of Żagań and Konrad of Oleśnica 
from 1329, are most probably only ‘a softened version’18 of the expressions hiding under 
the laconic ‘intendere et parere’ of the documents issued two years earlier. 

What’s remarkable is that the so-called vassal’s ‘fidelitas’ generally imposed 
major restrictions to the dukes’ external relations. Not only the military attack on the 
king of Bohemia but also every alliance, each of their campaigns whose blade turned 
against the senior, must have been regarded in this case as the act of felony. 

*        *        * 
The feudal relationship in spite of the so-called ‘servitude’ entailed also certain 

limitations in the sphere of the vassals’ legal situation. These limitations concerned the 
sphere of transmission of fiefs in the process of inheritance and the disposal of fiefs by 
the living heirs. 

The conditions of inheritance of the Duchies of Silesia following the 
establishment of their dependence of John of Luxembourg had not been unequivocally 
settled. It was however impossible for us to find the precise rules which governed the 
inheritance of each of these fiefs for not all relevant legal acts have survived to the 
modern times. The only thing we know about the Duchies of Niemodlin, Oświęcim, and 
Opole is that they were to be subsequently transferred to ‘heredes et successores’ of the 
feudally-dependent dukes. Who was to be the potential heir in this case, we do not 

                                                           
18 Cf. Historia Śląska IH PAN, vol. I, part 1, p. 555. 
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know. The relevant arrangements were described in the missing documents issued on 
this occasion by John of Luxembourg. From the text concerning the Duchy of Cieszyn we 
learn that following the death of Jan of Oświęcim the duchy, owing to the absence of 
legal heirs, was to be inherited by Kazimierz of Cieszyn and his successors, that is, John’s 
side-line relatives. As regards the Duchy of Cieszyn we are in possession of a much later 
document (1367) of Charles IV19, permitting Duke Władysław of Opole to bequeath his 
duchy to one of his daughters in the event of the absence of male heirs. On this basis we 
may conclude that the act of 1327 must have permitted inheritance only by male 
successors. When it comes to the Duchy of Cieszyn the only possible option was the 
succession only by sons who were born in wedlock. The Duchy of Koźle was to be 
inherited by sons; in the event of absence of sons, its heirs were to be duke’s daughters, 
about whom no mention was made in the case of the Duchy of Cieszyn. In the event of 
absence of female heirs, the rights over the Duchy were to be transferred to the brothers 
of Władysław of Koźle, that is, to Ziemowit and Jerzy. Even wider was the circle of 
potential heirs of the Duchy of Racibórz. In this case Duke Leszek’s successors were to 
be his sons and daughters legitime nati, and in the face of their absence, any of 
remaining dukes of Silesia, the only condition was that they had to be the vassals of the 
Bohemian king. 

In the duchies which had been engaged from 1329 in the feudal relationship with 
the Bohemian king, inheritance by female successors was not permitted. The Duchy of 
Oleśnica was to be granted to the male successors of Duke Konrad, and in the event of no 
such heirs—to his brothers Henry of Żagań and Jan of Ścinawa, and their male 
descendants. The daughters of Konrad as well as those of Henry and Jan—provided they 
would take control of the duchy in the future—were granted the right only to receive 
dowry. If a daughter’s dowry was secured by her father with the whole of the duchy or 
its part, in the event of the absence of male descendants the duchy was to be awarded to 
the king, and in this case ‘this protection’ maintained its legal force together with all its 
consequences. The king was none the less entitled to release the duchy from the pledge 
by paying the Piast heiress the sum equal to the value of her dowry20. Similarly 
regulated was this issue in the Duchy of Żagań, which in the event of absence of duke’s 
male descendants was to be inherited by Konrad of Oleśnica and Jan of Ścinawa and 
their male descendants. We do not however come across any information in the text 
about the dowry granted to the female heirs. When it comes to the Duchy of Ścinawa, we 
know nothing on the subject, perhaps except the fact that it was a hereditary duchy. In 
the light of the documents relating to the Duchy of Oleśnica and Żagań, it is highly 
probable that only male descendants were entitled to become heirs in this case. Owing 
to the circumstances which accompanied the homage of King John, it is less probable 
that the male side-relatives were also permitted to inherit the duchies, just as it was in 
the case of the Duchy of Żagań and Oleśnica. The male descendants were also the only 
possible heirs of the Duchy of Legnica; similar was the case in the Duchy of Ziębice, 
which entered into the feudal relationship with Bohemia as late as in 1336. 

Quite different was the situation of the Duchy of Wrocław, which was returned in 
1327 to John of Luxembourg by Henryk VI, who soon afterwards received it back from 

                                                           
19 GM II 308. 
20 Ibidem II 18. If a father did not endow his daughters with dowry prior to his death while having no male 
descendants, it was the king who was obliged to do so (by granting them with 2,000 great Prague groshen 
each) and marry them off. 
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the king for life21. Contrary to the views of some scholars22 the established relation was 
not feudal, and not even one based on a non-hereditary fief. The relevant act does not 
contain any mentions on the Duke’s payment of homage and making a pledge of fidelity. 
That is why we may not perceive the Duchy of Wrocław as fief with greatest restrictions 
possible in terms of inheritance, as it was claimed by Z. Wojciechowski. 

In spite of the fact that the texts discussed here were produced in a relatively 
short time span (1327–1336), it seems that it is possible on their basis to trace a trend of 
limiting the circle of potential heirs of the feudal duchies of Silesia. This trend would be 
then in line with the general trend in the Luxembourg policy towards Silesia, expressed 
most forcibly in the well-known acts of incorporation. However, independently of our 
perspective on the issue of this trend, one thing is beyond the slightest doubt. Namely, 
the restrictions for succession were surely the most crucial act of the transformation of 
situation of the Luxembourg-dependent dukes of Silesia. The existence or non-existence 
of ambitions to tighten these restrictions is of no importance here. The only thing that 
matters is that from then on the circle of potential successors (heirs) became limited to a 
very narrow, closed group. 

The basis of feudal relationship in the common sense of the word was simply the 
property shared between the senior and the vassal. And hence the specific restrictions of 
the vassal: being only a user-proprietor, he was not entitled to freely decide on the 
subject he had rights to. In terms of the legal status of the dukes of Silesia these 
restrictions were already noticed by us when examining the issue of the inheritance law. 
What then still needs to be examined is the question of disposing of fief inter vivos. 

The source material yields us some information in this respect, but what is 
particularly interesting is that these are contained only in the documents from 1329 
onwards. Numerous earlier acts are persistently reticent when it comes to this question. 
Our findings relate to three duchies: of Żagań, Oleśnica and Legnica. We have also 
information on the Duchy of Ziębice, but it dates from a different period than that in 
which Bolko accepted the sovereignty of Bohemia (1336), but is connected only with the 
reign of his son, Mikołaj (1343)23. 

The one common feature of all discussed resolutions is that they do not concern 
the alienation of the whole duchies, but only of its parts: feudal landed properties 
(Herrshafts), towns, gords. For example, King John in the documents issued for Konrad 
of Oleśnica mentioned the dukes’ right to ‘ire lant und gut, stat oder burge ze vorseczen' 
oder vorkaufen’. Similar, yet slightly shorter, is the expression found in the document 
issued for Bolko of Legnica and the act of Henryk of Żagań from May 1329. 

All these texts precisely determine the type of relevant resolutions. The earlier 
documents from 1329 speak of the act of sale and of being burdened with pledge24, the 
acts of 1331 (concerning the Duchy of Legnica) and of 1343 r.25 (concerning the Duchy 
of Ziębice) speak only of sale. It seems therefore that the rights of dukes in this sphere 
were gradually becoming (and in a relatively short time) more and more limited. This 
could be then regarded as the evidence of the trend we have already described above. 

                                                           
21 GM I 66. 
22 Wojciechowski, op. cit., p. 223. 
23 GM II 134–135. 
24 Ibidem I 131, the Duchy of Ziębice: ‘si vendere aut obligare continget’; ibidem I 304, the Duchy of Legnica: 
‘verkouffen oder versetzen muezzen’. 
25 Ibidem II 134–135. 
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There is no information whatsoever in the sources on the subject of donations. It 
is most probably because the relevant statements mention alienations undertaken by 
the dukes in poor material conditions26. However in other contexts27 we find mentions 
of them granting in fief landed estates situated in their duchies. In this case we may not 
exclude the right of dukes to make donations. It is obvious that it was possible only on 
conditions and in the area which prevented the rights of seniors from being limited on 
this occasion. 

The documents issued for the duchies of Żagań, Oleśnica and Legnica while 
confirming the right of the dukes for performing partial alienation of their territories 
simultaneously introduce a very interesting distinction, concerning both the person of 
purchaser and the alienated landed estate. 

Firstly, the acts juxtapose the dukes and other persons which are equal in status 
to the dukes-vassals28 with all remaining purchasers29. In relation to the first group it 
was agreed that they are required—due to the fact of purchasing a landed estate—to 
become engaged in the feudal relation with the king, which would be identical to that 
between the king and the seller. In all these cases the king was to be entitled to the right 
of pre-emption or taking the relevant landed estate in pledge based on the conditions 
formerly agreed between both parties. All these restrictions did not apply to the persons 
of the so-called ‘lower status’. It was to them that the dukes had the right to sell and 
pledge landed estates, cities and gords with no restrictions whatsoever30. The feudal 
dependency was established at the time only between the contracting parties, but what 
is remarkable is that it was the duke who was the senior in this relationship31. None the 
less, in these cases the right of pre-emption was always reserved for the king32. The 
purpose of the presented procedures is quite clear. The alienation of landed estates to 
the benefit of dukes who were not connected feudally with the king of Bohemia entailed 
a risk of the territory becoming independent or of the loosening of the existing 
relationship. Hence were the unique precautions in the shape of a direct feudal 
relationship with the king of Bohemia. As regards lower knights—‘Untergenozzen’, this 
risk did not exist. That is why precautions of this sort were unnecessary. 

When it comes to the landed estates which were alienated by the dukes, the 
documents distinguish two types of such alienation, namely, ‘municia territorium 
habentes seu dominium’ from all others which possessed neither ‘territorium’ nor 
‘dominium’ (Duke Henryk of Żagań). In the German terminology it is described by two 
separate expressions. In the document issued by Luxembourg for Konrad of Oleśnica 
‘burge, die nicht wichbilde haben, noch herschaft’ are distinguished from ‘gut, daz 
wichpilde hat’. It is very important for us for ‘burg’ and ‘gut’ are treated as synonyms just 
as ‘weichpild’ and ‘herschaft’ show a close semantic connection. Terminology of the 

                                                           
26 Duke Henry of Żagań: ‘nos ... gravatos inopia debitis aut alia causa rationabili’; king John in the 
documents issued for the Duchy of Oleśnica and Legnica: ‘swo sie des dunkt, daz ez in guet sei oder nutcze, 
und durch not’; ‘von noeten oder ander sachen’. 
27 Cf. below. 
28 Henryk of Żagań: ‘princeps nobis equalis’; King Jon in the document for Konrad of Oleśnica: ‘irem 
genozzen oder einem fuglichen manne’, same was the statement in the act for Duke Bolko of Legnica. 
29 Henryk of Żagań: ‘alter vero non princeps’; John in the document for Konrad: ‘irem untergenozzen’; in the 
document for Bolko: ‘iren mannen’. 
30 For instance in the document of King John for Konrad of Oleśnica: ‘swem sie wollen’. 
31 Document issued by John for Bolko of Legnica. 
32 Henryk of Żagań. 
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document of Luxembourg for Bolko of Legnica is more understated and mentions only 
‘gewichpildet veste’. 

The above distincton to some extent overlaps with the aforementioned division 
of the purchasers into dukes and persons of ‘lower status’. This is most distinctly 
illustrated by the statements of King John in the document issued for Konrad,where 
‘burge, die nicht wichbilde haben, noch herschaft’, may be sold by the duke to anyone, yet 
those ‘die ... wichpilde haben und herschaft’, only to the dukes and their equals, based on 
the aforementioned conditions. Similarly, Duke Henryk of Żagań states when speaking of 
gords devoid of ‘territories’ that on their selling or pledging he himself was to be the 
senior in the newly formed feudal dependency, and not the king. The indicated 
convergence is inconsequent for according to the document issued by Luxembourg for 
Bolko of Legnica it was possible to sell the ‘gewichpildet vesten’ also to the members of 
classes lower than that of the dukes’, and on the condition of establishing the feudal 
relationship only with the duke. 

 
*        *        * 

The feudal relationships established in the years 1327, 1329 and 1336 were of 
special character all the more so that it was the dynastic ruler who was engaged in this 
relationship and he was the one to retain—despite being part of the relationship—the 
substantial share of his former power. That is why what we still need to examine is the 
extent of potential changes in the status of dukes within their duchies. We will perform 
this examination based on three spheres: treasury, army and judicature. 

Of the first of these spheres we do not know much. All we know is that the dukes 
handed their duchies over to the king ‘cum ... omnibus appendiis ... iuribus reditibus 
proventibus et utilitatibus eorundem quocunque vocentur nomine vel in quibuscunque 
consistant’ (Duke Henryk of Żagań) and then the duchies were given back to them based 
on the same conditions. In the document issued by the King for Duke Bolko of Legnica 
we come across an indirect statement that these were also their regalia that remained 
untouched, naturally, provided they still existed. 

When it comes to military aspects we are dealing with a number of data, all of 
which are similar in terms of content. Interestingly enough, the dukes reserved to 
themselves a complete freedom in establishing new fortifications and removing the old 
ones. For instance, Duke Henryk of Żagań stated as follows: ‘reservata ... edificandi ac 
restaurandi municiones novas in terris nostris et bonis premissis et destruendi veteres 
ubicunque et quandocunque nobis videbitur pro nostro terrarum predictarum et hominum 
nostrorum commodo expedire libera facultate’. Similar reservations were expressed in 
the acts issued by King John for the Duke of Legnica and the Duke of Oleśnica. When it 
comes to remaining duchies we are lacking analogous information, it seems however 
that this right could be extended also to them33. As we then see, the affairs of territorial 
military defence—in the area which was decisive of the shape of contemporary 
strategies of warfare—found themselves within the area of exclusive competence of the 
dukes. Such a clear punctuation of this fact in the source material gives it yet another 
dimension. And hence most probably the statement of the earlier literature34 that the 

                                                           
33 For they were owned based on analogous rights as before the establishment of feudal relationship. Cf. 
also [Gude], Staat von Schlesien, p. 378. 
34 Kapras, op. cit.,II, part 1, p. 195. 
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Silesian dukes-vassals were enjoying the right to wage all types of wars except those 
against the senior. 

In the area of judiciary the dukes-vassals no doubt retained all their former 
rights. King John guaranteed Bolko of Legnica sovereignty over the highest and lowest 
judicature, and in other analogous acts he demonstratively excluded himself from any 
kind of participation in the sphere of jurisdiction within the territory of the duchies. The 
above regulation was in fact very general but actually to a different extent related to 
judicature of every level. Duke Henry of Żagań for example secured himself as follows: 
‘cum olericis civibus rusticis et iudeis nostris aliquid cause questionis yel iudicii 
instauraverimus de his et huiusmodi rex . ... nobis . . . intromittere se non debeat’, which 
means that in the sphere of judicature had no rights whatsoever in the territory of his 
duchy towards the representatives of the named social groups. Slightly different was the 
issue as regards the nobility and the duke’s vassals. For the ‘nobiles et fideles’ were in 
fact subordinate to the duke but at the same time, their right to appeal to the king was 
restricted, especially in the case of denegatae iustitiae. Similar resolutions applied to the 
duchy of Legnica and Oleśnica. 

What we then notice is that the dukes of Silesia were not in fact deprived of their 
former rights in the area of judiciary. The ducal jurisdiction did only lose its character in 
relation to the knights and the liegemen. The Duke was in this respect subordinated to 
the king, in front of whom he could be summoned on the initiative of the knights or 
liegeman. The summoned duke was obliged to report not only to the king but also to the 
judge delegated by the monarch. 

Finally—as regards the power of dukes within their territories—it would be 
worth to turn our attention to two more circumstances. Due to the very fact of the 
establishment of feudal relationship with the king of Bohemia the position of the dukes 
of Silesia in relation to their own vassals was strongly weakened, and that of the latter 
ones was significantly strengthened. Another thing is that this change could have been 
only of theoretical importance, as the relations of the senior with the liegemen of his 
direct vassals were at the time of no real significance35. The second question is that 
relating to the legislative power of dukes. There are no mentions about it in the source 
material but its existence is obvious. The one who was entitled to impose burdens on 
others was also entitled to remove these burdens by means of special privileges. The one 
who awarded privileges, that is, placed the receptors of these privileges above the 
norms that were commonly adhered to within the duchy, must have also been enjoying 
the right to introduce these commonly accepted norms. Hence the contemporary 
legislative power of the dukes (with no participation of the king whatsoever) is 
commonly acknowledged in literature36. 

 
*        *        * 

Rachfahl once highlighted the exclusively formal character of the feudal 
relationship between the dukes of Silesia and the king of Bohemia and the actual 
independence of the duchies, none the less this approach is an oversimplification. 
Indeed, the dukes-vassals had retained a fair degree of their self-reliance and many 
areas of public life in their subordinate territories seemed to be inaccessible for the 

                                                           
35 I. Jaworski, Zarys powszechnej historii państwa i prawa, Warszawa 1961, p. 65. 
36 Kapras, op. cit.,II, part 1, p. 195. 
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influence and power of the king of Bohemia, none the less the established feudal 
relationship created a basis for the shaping of these influences and for the impact of this 
external power. This fact must not be disregarded. 

The circumstance that the interference of the king of Bohemia in the internal 
affairs of Silesia was not always identically drastic and that the mutual relationship 
between Silesia and Bohemia was often loosened, does not yet determine anything in 
this respect. The acts of the years 1327, 1329 and 1336 created a broad but legally not 
quite precise framework. The content which was to fill the space of this framework in 
the future depended therefore exclusively on the balance of power between both 
interested parties. The growing power of the Crown of Bohemia was ultimately the one 
to determine the nature and fate of this relationship. 


